
Chemistry. - Osmosis in systems in which also liquids with constant 
composition. IV. By F. A. H . SCHREINEMAKERS. 

(Communicated at the meeting of April 25. 1931.) 

In the osmotic system 

L (z) I inv. L (i) . (1) 

is on the left side a variabIe liquid zand on the right side an invariant 
liquid i; we assume that the membrane is permeable for all substances 
(X, Y and W) and that per second: 

a mol X + fl mol Y + y mol W (2) 

run through the membrane. Here we take a positive. when the variabIe 
liquid absorhs the substance X, negative when it gives oH th is substance ; 
we do the same for fl and y with respect to the substances Y and W. 

We represent the composition of the invariant liquid i by : 

x mol X + y mol Y + (l-X-y) mol W. 

and that of the variabIe liquid z by : 

. (3) 

(x+E') mol X + (Y+l7) mol Y + (l-x-~-Y-l7) mol W. (4) 

so that we have x and y as constants and ~ and TJ as variables. 
When n quantities of the variabIe liquid z are present at a certain 

moment t, then at the moment t + dt there are : 

n + (a+fl+y) dt= n + I,dt (5) 

quantities. The n quantities of this liquid contain n (x +~) mol. X. the 
n + ,u dt quantities contain n (x +~) + a dt mol X. having been absorbed 
a dt mol. X. From th is it follows that the change d~ in the X-amount of 
this liquid in the time dt is : 

d~ = n (x +~) + adt _ (x + ~) = a - (x +~) " dt 
n + "dt n + "dt 

. (6) 

In a corresponding way we find for the change dTJ in the Y -amount : 

dl7 = fl - (y + 17)" . dt. 
n +"dt 

It now follows from (6) and (7): 

dYJ _ fl-(Y+l7)" 
d~ a-(x+~)" 

(7) 

• (8) 
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by whïch the tangent in every point of the path of the variabie liquid z 
has been determined. 

The quantity of X. diffusing through the membrane per second in 
system (1). depends upon the composition of the two liquids zand i and 
on the nature of the membrane; so we have: 

. (9) 

which function of course also contains the magnitudes determining the 
nature of the membrane. Although this function is not known. we yet know 
that for $ = 0 and 71 = 0 we shall also have a =0. 

When the composition of the variabie liquid z differs only very little 
from th at of the invariant liquid. so that $ and 71 are very smal!. th en wc 
may write for (9): 

• (10) 

in whïch A and A' would be known. if we knew the function ({J; however 
it is clear that A and A' bot,h are functions of x and y and of tht! 
magnitudes. determining the nature of the membrane. 

In a corresponding way we find : 

fJ =B$ + B'1] and i' = C~ + C'1] 

As we have put a + fJ + i' = ft. as appears from (5). follows : 

ft=D;+D'1] 

in which D=A + B + C and D' =A' + B' + C'. 

(11) 

(12) 

Above we have seen that the tangent in every point of the path of tht~ 
variabie liquid z is determined by (8); if we now imagine th is liquid in the 
immediéite vicinity of point i. so that ~ and 71 are very smal!. th en a. fJ and ,u 
will be very small also; at first approximation we may. therefore. neglect 
~ft and 7Jfl; then (8) passes into : 

d11_fJ-yft 
d; a-Xft 

(13) 

If here we substitute the values of a. fJ and ft from (10), (11) and (12) 
then we find : 

d1] _ (B-yD) ~ + (B' -yD') 1] 
d; - (A-xD) ~ + (A'-xD')1] • (14) 

by which the direction of the tangent to the path has been determined in 
thc immediate vicinity of point i. For the sake of simplicity we now write 
for (14) : 

d1] m~+ n1] 

d~= p~+q1]' 

in which the values of m. n. pand q follow from (14). 
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When we leave the osmotic system (1) to itself. th en at the end of the 
osmosis the variabIe liquid z will get the same composition as the invariant 
liquid i; the path of the variabIe liquid ends. therefore. in point i. From 
th is follows for small values of ~ and .,., : 

(16) 

If we substitute this value of 'fJ: ~ in (15). then follows : 

(
d1J )2 d1J_ 

q d~ +(p-n)d;-m-O . (17) 

As the path of the variabIe liquid ends in point i. :i must have a real 

value; so equation (17) must have two real roots. which we shall call UI 

and U2' Then we have: 

(18) 

for which we may write also. as follows from (16) : 

(19) 

From this it appears. as has also been discussed already in Comm. 111. that 
all paths meeting in point i. have only two tangents. which we have called 
the axes of the bun dIe ; the direction of these axes is determined by the 
roots uI and U2 of equaNon (17); from Ilhis it appears that the direct ion 
of these axes depends up on m. n, pand q and consequentlyon the place of 
point i and the nature of the membrane. 

From this, however. it does not yet follow that these two axes also have 
the property. discussed in Comm. 111. namely: 

an infinite number of paths touches one of the axes (the principal axis) ; 
only two paths or in special cases only one touches the other axis (secon~ 
daryaxis). 

In order fo deduce this and also in order to learn the shape of the paths 
in the vicinity of point i. we shall integrate (15) . IE we put: 

then follows from (15) : 

'2-= u 
~ 

+ 
f:du_m+nu 

u c; - • 
d; p+qu 

from which follows after conversion : 

d~ + qu +p d -0 
~ qu2 + (p-n) u - m u - . 

(20) 

(21) 

. (22) 
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If we imagine in (17) !1] substituted by u, we get the equation : 
~ 

qu2 + (p-n) u-m=O . (23) 

which must have two real roots Ul and U2. as we have seen for (17). So fOl: 
( 22) we may write also : 

d~ + qu + p du = 0 
~ q (U-UI) (U-U2) 

(24) 

If in the well~known way we divide the coefficient of du into two frac~ 
tions, (24) passes into : 

. (25) 

By integration follows : 

~q(Ul-""') X (U-UI)qu1+P = K (U-U2)qu,+P (26) 

in which K is an arbitrary constant. If we here substitute for u its valut: 
of (20) then we find af ter conversion : 

(27) 

As we may give K any arbitrary value, (27) represents therefore. an 
infinite number of paths, viz. all the paths, meeting in point i. 

As in deducing (15) we have assumed. however. that ~ and 'Tl are ver)' 
small (27) also will obtain only for small values of ~ and 'Tl; so (27) only 
determines the paths of the bundIe in the vicinity of point i and not at a 
greater distance. 

With the aid of the properties of the roots of equation (23) we find : 

(qui +p) (qU2 +p) = np - mq . (28) 

So the two exponents in (27) have the same sign when np > mq and 
opposite signs when np < mq. So we may distinguish two cases with respect 
to the sign of these exponents; we shall see, however. that only one of 
these cases is of real significance for us. 

1. When np> mq the two exponents in (27) have the same sign. Por 
the sake of concentration we shall now assume that the absolute value of 
qUl + p is smaller than that of qU2 + p . We now write (27): 

qu,+p 

1] - UI~ = K (1] - U2~)qUl+P • . (29) 

so th at the exponent of the second part is positive now and greater 
than 1. Equation (29) represents a bun dIe of paths. touching the 
straight line 

(30) 
34* 
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in point i; we imagine this line represented by line KiK' in fig. 2 of 
Comm. 111. All these paths. as follows from (29). are parabolically curved 
in the vicinity of point i; their curvature depends upon the value of K and 
is consequently different for all paths. 
. In the special case that we put K = O. (29) passes into (30); then in 
the vicinity of point i the path will be a straight line, coinciding in fig. 2 
of Comm. 111 either with iK or with iK'; consequently th ere are two 
paths here. having this property. 

In the special case that we put K = 00 (or when we substitute K by 
1 : K and th en put K = 0) (29) passes into: 

(31) 

We imagine this straight line represented by hih' in fig. 2 of Comm. lIl. 
Consequently there are now two paths ti and f'i which are straight lines 
in the vicinity of point i and coincide with hi and h'i. 

From this it follows in accordance with what we have al ready deduced 
above in (18) and (19) from (17). that all paths have only two tangents 
in point i. At the same time it now appears. however. and this did not 
follow from (17), namely that an infinite number of paths now touch the 
line 'IJ - Ul ; = 0 and that only two paths touch the line 'IJ - U2 ; = o. 
Consequently the principal axis of the bundIe has been defined by the root 
Ul and the additional axis by the root U2 of equation (23). 

Above we have assumed that the absolute value of qUl + p is smaller 
than that of qU2 + p; when the reverse is the case. then the principal axis 
is determined by the root u2 and the additional axis by the root ul. 

2. When np < mq both exponents in (27) have opposite signs; then 
we may write for this : 

(32) 

in which a and bare positive. We now take first the special case that 
K = 0; then we may satisfy ,(32) by: 

• (33) 

If we imagine these lines represented again by KiK' and hih' in fig. 2 
of Comm. 111. then there must be two paths. coinciding in the vicinity of 
point i with line KiK' and two paths. coinciding with hih' in the vicinity of 
this point. 

H. however. we give to K a value. other than zero, th en (32) can never 
be satisfied by ; = 0 and 7J = O. From this it appears that (32) represents 
a bundIe of curves. all of which (except the four, determined by K = 0) 

do not end in point i. As. however, every path of a variabIe liquid must 
end in point i the curves. defined by (33), cannot represent osmosis1'aths. 

Reversally we now mayalso conclude that the coefficients of m. n. p 
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and q in (15) or in (23) cannot satisfy np < mq. but that. as we hav~ 
assumed sub 1. we must have np > mq. 

Although the curves. determined by (32) do not represent osmosis-paths. 
I yet wish. in connection with later considerations. to point out the fact 
that they are hyperbolical curves. having the lines (33) as asymptotes. 

When a variabIe liquid Z is found at a moment t in a point Z of its path. 
then. as we have seen already in Comm. I. the composition of the mixture 
diHusing in the time dt will be represented by a point zo. situated on the 
tangent. that may be drawn to the path in point z. 

Wh en towards the end of the osmosis the liquid z comes in the 
immediate vicinity of point i. the tangent in this point will coincide either 
with the principal or with the secondary axis of the bundIe ; the mixture Zo 

diHusing at this moment. must. therefore also be situated either on the 
principal axis or on the secondary axis. 

Wh en this mixture Zo is situated on the principal axis. then it may be 
situated as weIl on part iK as on iK' (fig. 2 Comm. 111). When Zo is 
situated on iK. th en all variabIe liquids. the paths of which touch iK, will 
give oH this mixture towards the end of the osmosis; all variabIe liquids. 
the paths of which touch iK'. will absorb th is mixture towards the end 
of the osmosis. 

Wh en the mixture Zo is situated on the secondary axis. th en it may 
be situated either on ih or on ih'. Wh en Zo is situated on ih. the variabIe 
liquid proceeding along pa th (i. will give oH this mixture towards the end 
of the osmosis; the variabIe liquid. proceeding along path h'i. will absorb 
th is mixture. 

So towards the end of the osmosis there are only two diffusing mixtures . 
. one of which is situated on the principal axis. the other on the secondary 
axis. The first obtains for an infinitely great number of paths. viz. for all 
the paths touching the principal axis; the latter obtains only for the two 
paths. accidentally touching the secondary axis and can. therefore. occur 
only under very special conditions. 

It appears from these considerations that not only the position of both 
the axes of a bundIe. but also the composition of the mixture zo. diHusing 
towards the e~d of the osmosis. depends upon the composition of the 
invariant liquid and on the nature of the membrane. 

Till now we have assumed that the roots UI and U2 of eq~ation (23) are 
different; when. however. this equation has two equal roots Uo we find 
that all paths in the vicinity of point i touch the line Tf - Uo ~ = 0; th en 
the bun dIe has one single axis only. 

We mayalso imagine the very special case that equation (23) has an 
infinite number of roots. viz. that any arbitrary value of U will satisfy (23). 
This is the case when accidentally 

q = O. n = pand m = 0 . (34) 
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have been satisfied. Instead of (15) and (27) we then get : 

~;=f and fJ=Ke . . (35) 

In this special case all paths now are straight lines in the viéinity of 
point i, meeting from all directions in point i; we now might say that the 
bundIe of point i has an infinite number ofaxes. Later on we shall refer 
to some special cases. 

(Ta be cantinued.) 
Leiden. Lab. af lnarg. Chemistry. 


